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Title: Percussion Concerto—"Kong Ling You” with Chamber Orchestra and Electronics.  
 
 
My percussion concerto is scored for percussion soloist, chamber orchestra, and 
electronics. It explores virtuosity of performance on both Chinese and Western 
percussion instruments, the timbral interplay between acoustic and electroacoustic 
sounds, and the art of storytelling in Chinese classical literature.  
The narrative of this piece is drawn from the first five chapters of the Chinese 
Novel Journey to the West. This book was written by Wu Cheng’en in the Ming dynasty 
(C. 1592) and is considered to be one of the Four Wondrous Classical Novels of Chinese 
literature. The book is based on true historical events and characters and is deeply rooted 
in Chinese philosophy, religions, and ideology. This piece explores the early life of the 
main character of this book, Monkey King––from his birth from stone, through his 
obtaining of power from a Daoist master to go to the heaven world, and finally, to his 
interruption of an important gathering of gods, which culminates in a comical battle. 
In my concerto, the character of Monkey King is portrayed by the percussion 
soloist. The interaction between the soloist and the orchestra represents the Monkey King 
and the world. The use of Peking opera gongs, bangu, dagu, and many musical and 
rhythmic materials are inspired by different parts of this story as they appear in Peking 
opera. In particular, bangu and gongs are the main instruments of the percussion set in the 
Peking opera orchestra, while fighting scenes are normally accompanied solely by the 
percussion set. The purpose of using fixed electronics is to provide extra musical and 
timbral elements through techniques such as spatialization, incredibly quick instrumental 
tempi, and the manipulation of the sound of human voice. These elements provide the 
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B-flat Clarinet  
Bassoon 
 
F Horn  




Solo Percussion:   
     Vibraphone – Vib. 
     Marimba [five-octave] – Mrb. 
     Mark tree – M. tr. 
     Singing Bowl – S. bwl. 
Peking Opera Gongs (3)  
    [Small medium, large on soft mat] – P. gng. 
Gongs (2) – Gng. 
Tam-Tam – Tam. 
Toms (5) – Tom. 
Woodblocks (6)  
     (1 High-pitched woodblock + 5 Temple blocks) – Blk. 
Bangu [Peking Opera Ban drum] – Bgu.  
Dagu [Concert bass drum may be substituted] – Dgu.  
 
Percussion I:        Timpani (5 drums) – Timp. 
Timpano (26”) with Suspended Cymbal (20”) 
Peking Opera Gong (2) [Small, medium on soft mat] – P. gng. 
Crash Cymbals – C. Cym. 
Bass Drum – B. D. 
Tam-Tam – Tam. 




























 Use two mallets to strike the indicated instrument. 
 
   Dagu, play on the rim of the drum. 
 Dagu, play on the rim from left to right. 
 
Dagu, play on the rim from right to left. 
 
 





timp. + cym.   
          Place a suspended cymbal (20”) on a timpano (26”), which is used only to    









          Use percussion mallets to strike the strings in the pattern indicated by the line,  






Play a glissando that moves continuously and smoothly between the two pitches  






In each movement, the electronic track is represented by a heavy line that depicts sonic    





KEY TO PERCUSSION SYMBOLS 
 
o soft yarn mallet 
p     medium yarn mallet 
l     triangle beater 
u      hard mallet 
g       bangu sticks 
a      bass drum soft mallet 
































STATION 1  

















































































































































Full Score in C 
Tam.
1
continue at m.3 when you hear the cue at the 
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* Make the glissando as long as possible so that it fills the entire measure and 
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* Play a chromatic glissando downward, as smoothly as possible, to create an animal howling effect.  
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